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At a glance

Windows 10 represents a fundamental shift in delivering
experiences to your users. Make sure you get the
transition right, to capitalise on modern ways of working.

► Avoid the pitfalls of migration
by working with Windows 10
experts

The Windows 10 Full service is all encompassing, enabling you to fully
benefit from all that Windows 10 has to offer. If you have the opportunity and
the time to think strategically about how you deliver end-user computing going
forwards, this service is for you.

► Receive services tailored to
suit your business

Customer challenges

► Accelerate the creation of
your Modern Workplace
► Define a forward-thinking
approach when modernising
your EUC environment

Using our services, we can help address the following key questions:
-

Deliverables can include:
► Technology envisioning
► Design and Planning
Services
► Multiple Deployment
Services
► Structured testing and
release phases
► Ongoing end-user
training and support
► Windows 10
management as a
service

-

What is the most effective way to deploy Windows 10?
How do you develop your requirements?
Are you doing the right things in the right order?
Where do you re-use current investments and where to make
new investments?
How do you meet 2020 deployment deadlines, where relevant, and
prepare for the end of extended support for Windows 7?
How do you know which of your applications will work
with Windows 10?
What do you do if your applications aren’t compatible?
How do you ensure you get most value out of Windows 10?
How do you demystify deployment scenarios and servicing?
How do you formulate a deployment plan and feature road-map?
How do you engage and train your business?
Where do you find the right skills or enough time to deliver success?
How do you leverage ATP technology (Windows E5)?

How to realise value from Windows 10
The Windows 10 opportunity will allow you to rethink and modernise your
ways of working. The transition to Windows 10 will be your last
‘traditional’ desktop deployment project before you embark on your Windowsas-a-Service journey. Our services are designed to end your legacy ways of
working and start your new evergreen desktop environment. We ensure that it
is set up right the first time, in preparation for continual servicing.

Key features

49%
Improvement
in Security

The Windows 10 Full engagement can be tailored to suit your requirements
across the following areas:

*Gartner Annual Enterprise Survey
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What next?
Contact your OCSL Account
Manager or
Click here to arrange a free
Windows 10 Workshop

The Windows 10 Full engagement can be tailored to suit your requirements
across the following areas:
-

Workforce persona definition and technology alignment
Design and Planning Services
Best practice build services
Effective deployment approaches from Pilot to full rollout
Structured testing and release phases
Business and colleague engagement and training
Deployment Services
Support Services

Enablement framework
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